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1. Introduction:

1.1 Anatomy and location of intramedullary spinal cord tumor

1.1.1 General anatomy of intramedullary spinal cord tumor

Spinal tumors are usually classified into extradural and intradural spinal lesions

according to the different location of tumors. Intradural spinal tumors comprise of

intradural extramedullary spinal tumors and intramedullary spinal cord tumors

(IMSCTs) and are distinguished by their relationship with the spinal cord [1].(Figure 1)

Figure 1: Different location of spinal tumors in the spine.

1.1.2 Location of IMSCTs in spinal region

IMSCTs are infrequent lesions of the central nervous system (CNS). Depending on

their location in the spinal region, IMSCTs are usually divided into six different

groups: the cervical, the thoracic, the lumbar, the cervicothoracic, the

cervicomedullary and the thoracolumbar region. Furthermore, there are some tumors

spreading throughout the spinal cord, or even extending to the intracranial tissue.

(Figure 2)

Intradural-IntramedullaryDura mater
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Figure 2: different segment groups by their location in spinal region. A: Cervical region. B:
Thoracic region. C: Lumbar region. D: Spanned the cervicothoracic junction. E: Spanned the
cervicomedullary junction. F: Spanned the thoracolumbar junction. G: Spread through all region
of the spinal cord.

Kane PJ found the most common locations for IMSCTs are at the cervical (33%),

thoracic (26%) and the lumbar level (24%)[2]. The higher ratio of gray matter in

cervical spinal cord may be the reason for the higher incidence of IMSCTs in this

area.

1.1.3 Location of IMSCTs in the spinal cord

Based on the different location in the spinal cord, IMSCTs can be divided into three

groups: central, lateral, and subpial tumors (Figure 3). The tumors of different

G
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locations in the spinal cord may be accessed by different surgical approaches.

Corresponding to the former three different tumor locations, there are usually three

different surgical approaches: the posterior median sulcus, the posterolateral sulcus

and the transpial approach [3, 4].

Figure 3: Different location of intramedullary spinal cord tumor in the spinal cord. A: A centrally
located tumor. B: A laterally located tumor. C: A subpial location of tumor.
* Different location in the spinal cord from Takami T: Neurol Med Chir (Tokyo). 2015;55(4): 317-27.

1.2 Tumor classification

IMSCTs can be classified according to many ways.

IMSCTs are comprised of various tumors with different histological features, such as

ependymoma, glioma (low-grade and high-grade), hemangioblastoma, cavernoma,

ganglioglioma, epidermoid cyst, dermoid cyst, subependymoma, meningioma,

neurinoma, germinoma, primary CNS lymphoma, melanocytoma, lipoma, metastatic

tumors etc. Gliomas generally consist of the four different pathological grades:

pilocytic astrocytoma (WHO grade I), diffuse astrocytoma (WHO grade II), anaplastic

astrocytoma (WHO grade III) and glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) [5](Glioblastoma

multiforme in the old classification).

According to the pathological characteristics, all of above IMSCTs can be divided

into two types: benign lesions, such as ependymoma, cavernoma, hemangioblastoma,

dermoid cyst, subependymoma, neurinoma, lipoma, and low grade glioma (WHO

grade I, II), ganglioglioma; and malignant lesions, including high grade glioma (WHO

grade III, IV), germinoma, primary CNS lymphoma, melanocytoma and metastases.

Additionally, IMSCTs can be separated into 3 types based on their biological
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characteristics: displacing tumors, comprising of ependymoma,cavernoma, metastases,

melanocytoma, dermoid cyst, meningioma, primary CNS lymphoma and neurinoma;

infiltrating tumors, comprising of astrocytoma and ganglioglioma; and

nonproliferating tumors, like lipoma.

1.3 Epidemiological characteristics

IMSCTs have a very low incidence in general population, less than one out of

100,000 persons every year. They account for 2-4% of all neoplasms in the CNS [6,7,8],

and 5-10% of all spinal neoplasms. They occur more commonly in children than

adults [9]. Although many kinds of IMSCTs could be encountered in clinical practice,

ependymoma is the most common type and is followed by astrocytoma [5, 6].The

epidemiological characteristics of IMSCTs are different between children and adults.

For instance, in children and adolescents, astrocytoma is the most common type;

however, ependymoma is the most common type in the adults [10].

In general, most of IMSCTs have benign histology or low-grade (WHO grade I, II)

pathology, only about 7%–30% of astrocytomas are considered as malignant tumors
[11, 12]. Currently, magnetic resonance image (MRI) is the best recommended test to

identify and evaluate the IMSCTs. According to the tumor type and signal, intensities

and contrast-enhancement patterns could be adopted to varying patients.

1.4 Clinical presentation

Because the spinal cord is relatively fragile and very important part of CNS, so

IMSCTs are more likely to result in significant disabilities which significantly

compromise the quality of life and long-term survival. The patients with IMSCTs

usually complain of varied back and neck pains in diffuse or radicular ways, which

commonly worsen at night. When IMSCTs involve somatosensory system or/and

motor system, they could cause other symptoms, such as dysthesia, paresthesia,
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paralysis, spasticity, sexual dysfunction, functional disorder of bowel and bladder.

Sexual dysfunction and the functional disorder of the bowel and bladder present

uncommonly and usually arise at later stage [13]. Samii M [14] retrospectively studied

the clinical presentation of 100 cases with IMSCTs that were surgically treated. They

found that sensory deficits were the initial symptoms in about half of the patients. In a

similar manner, this was the incidence in all the patients with cavernomas (100%) and

most hemangioblastomas (78%). However, motor weakness and gait ataxia were the

predominating symptoms (about 70%) of all patients during hospitalization. On the

contrary, the children with IMSCTs tend to present with nonspecific complaints with

a long asymptomatic period or present only with clumsiness [15].

Among the clinical manifestations of IMSCTs, early progression of paralysis is

usually considered as the most valuable feature to distinguish the malignant tumors

from the benign ones. T Ito and K Sawakami even declared that the rapid aggravating

paralysis of walking ability and urinary dysfunction were more valuable than

radiological information in distinguishing the malignant IMSCTs from the benign

ones [16]. They claimed that malignant tumors should be highly suspected in case of

rapid progression of patient’s paralysis, and early identification of the rapidness of the

paralysis was very important for early diagnosis of malignant IMSCTs before patients

turned into incurable condition [16].

1.5 Treatment

Although IMSCTs are challenging diseases, neurosurgeons were able to surgically

treat them hundred of years ago. In 1907, AFv Eiselsberg and his colleagues made the

first successful removal of such tumor [17]. Based on the introduction of microsurgery

and modern imaging techniques such as MRI, treatment results improved significantly

in the 1960s [18]. Then in the 1970s and 1980s, Gazi Yasargil and other neurosurgeons

significantly improved the surgical outcome of IMSCTs by improving surgical

concepts and skills [19, 20]. During the 1990s, microsurgical removal became the
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mainstay of treatment for IMSCTs, which could be assisted with intraoperative

electrophysiological monitoring (IEPM) of sensory and motor functions and small

ultrasonic aspirators [21, 22]. Nowadays, it has been already widely accepted that

surgical treatment on IMSCTs could achieve optimal result. Tumors that displace

spinal cord tissue could be removed completely with microsurgical techniques; more

than two-thirds of displacing IMSCTs underwent gross total resection (GTR) with a

significant and stable increasing rate following the study period [23-28]. On the other

hand, infiltrating IMSCTs usually could not be removed radically without significant

risk of neurological functional damage, so GTR was achieved in less than one-third

with a great variability of reported rates for GTR in the literature [29-30].

Despite the well established surgical techniques in treating IMSCTs, they are still

considered as highly risky challenges. Major IMSCTs can be initially resected, and

most of them may get an optimal result or GTR. Unfortunately, there are still some

cases that end with only subtotal resection (STR) or partial resection (PR) because of

the high risk in totally removing the tumor or patient’s health condition that does not

allow surgical intervention. Subsequently they would be observed with regular

follow-up or given palliative treatments, such as radiotherapy and chemotherapy

which would induce potential side effects and could not improve the poor prognosis
[5].

Due to the limitation of the traditional therapies for IMSCTs, there are some new

alternative therapeutic approaches that have been proved by many studies and are able

to improve patient’s quality of life and prognosis. They are localized drug delivery

and nanomedicine techniques [5]. These new therapeutic strategies will bring new

hope for patients with the intractable IMSCTs in the future.

1.6 General outcome

In general, for the IMSCT patients, there is a characterized transient aggravated
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course postoperatively for a few days or even months immediately after surgery,

which is followed by the subsequent recovery course. This symptom aggravation

includes the worsening of preoperative symptoms and new symptoms which appear

after surgery. In all postoperative symptoms, motor weakness usually recovers.

However, the sensory deficits tend to aggravate and only there is slight recovery due

to the surgical approach. Manzano and his colleagues [31] reported that 43.6% of

patients following IMSCT surgery presented with neurological symptoms of dorsal

column dysfunction (DCD). Among the postoperative symptoms of DCD, pain was

liable to improve and recover after surgery, but dysesthesias were usually unchanged

and resulted in significant postoperative morbidity [14].

The outcome of patients with IMSCTs is usually assessed by the Modified

McCormick Scale (MMS) grades [32,33] (Table.1). The pre- and postoperative MMS

grades are usually not significantly different in patients who undergo surgical

treatment [31]. However, the long-term outcome still mainly depends on patient’s

preoperative neurological status, even in those with recurrent tumors [14].

Table 1. Modified McCormick Scale

*Constantini et al: Intramedullary spinal cord tumors in children under the age of 3 years. J Neurosurg

85:1036–1043, 1996.

1.7 Purpose of this study

Because of highly risky location and limitations of therapeutic options, the treatment

Grade Description with Modified McCormick scale

I Intact neurologically, normal ambulation, minimal dyesthesia

II Mild motor or sensory deficit, functional independence

III Moderate deficit, limitation of function, independent w/external aid

IV Severe motor or sensory deficit, limited function, dependent

V Paraplegia or quadriplegia, even w/flickering movement
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of IMSCTs is still a significant challenge to the neurosurgeons despite application of

many additional tools and developed medical facilities and instruments. Presently,

surgical treatment of IMSCTs has been already widely accepted as the most efficient

therapeutic option that can achieve optimistic result and should be recommended to

most patients. But surgical treatment of intramedullary spinal cord tumors is a

neurosurgical challenge due to the complexity of various tumor types and significant

surgical risk, which can lead to severe neurological deficits. The extent of tumor

resection (ETR) plays an important and critical role in the patient’s prognosis. The

more radically resection can be performed, the less tumor recurrence will occur, but at

the same time this also increases the risk of surgery.

Historically, the extent of intraoperative tumor resection in IMSCTs usually depended

on whether a good interface between tumor and spinal cord could be found and

whether a plane of dissection (POD) could be well identified, which was the most

important factor of tumor GTR and mostly depended on tumor histology [22,27,34,35].

However, some neurosurgeons considered that GTR and ETR of IMSCTs were not

associated with tumor histology [36]. Thus, the influential factors on the extent of

surgical resection of these tumors still remain a controversial topic.

We have undertaken a retrospective analysis in a consecutive patient series

comprising 112 cases with IMSCTs to investigate the factors that influenced the

extent of tumor resection (ETR).
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2. Method, material, and surgery

2.1 Method

We retrospectively studied 109 consecutive individuals harboring IMSCTs that were

surgically treated by Professor H. Bertalanffy in the period of April 1992 to August

2016. Medical records of all patients were retrospectively reviewed, including the

case records, surgical, discharge and histopathological reports, neurological

assessments, neuroradiological imaging, and follow-up examinations. As 3 patients

underwent surgery more than once in different time periods for tumor

recurrence/regrowth or different tumor location within the spinal cord, the series

includes a total of 112 IMSCTs cases that were treated at the Hospital of the

Technical University of Aachen (Germany), the Hospital of the Philipps University of

Marburg (Germany), the University Hospital of Zürich (Switzerland) and the

International Neuroscience Institute Hannover (Germany). The patient’s neurological

status was analyzed and assessed according to the MMS prior to surgery, discharge, 3

months postoperatively, and during final follow-up.

We defined the intraoperative tumor-cord interface, which was used to distinguish the

tumor margin from the normal spinal cord tissue, as the plane of dissection (POD)

(Figure 4). Tumors that can easily be separated from the parenchyma of the spinal

cord with microsurgical technique are considered lesions with a clear plane of

dissection. This information was collected from the operative record or surgical

videos. The extent of tumor resection (ETR) was classified into the following three

different grades by definitions as follows: Gross total resection (GTR) means that all

visible tumor tissue was completely removed intraoperatively and no radiographic

residual enhanced tumor tissue could be found on MRI postoperatively (within the

first postoperative week). If no GTR was achieved, but more than 80% of the tumor

mass was removed as visualized on postoperative enhanced MRI, this was regarded as

subtotal resection (STR). Partial resection (PR) was defined as tumor volume
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months postoperatively, then yearly thereafter for patients with malignant tumors or

two/three years thereafter for the patients with benign tumors. Time to neurological

improvement was defined as the postoperative neurological score was higher than

the preoperative baseline status score evaluated according to the MMS. The time from

tumor removal to tumor regrowth/recurrence was confirmed as the time of tumor

progression. And in this study, the time from disease progression to patient death was

also defined as the time of tumor progression. No neurological improvement and

disease progression patients were evaluated till their last follow-up.

We evaluated the general early and final outcome of the patients, and then

investigated the factors, which influenced the ETR. We selected 11 factors to analyze

their relationship with the ETR, which can be presented by the rate of GTR, and

divided the cases into different groups according to the different factors that we were

interested in and wanted to investigate.

We utilized univariate analysis to investigate every single factor that possibly

influenced the GTR of IMSCTs. Then, we applied multivariate analysis on all factors

in order to obtain a result that approaches the real clinical condition.

2.2 Material

We respectively investigated 112 consecutive surgical cases (109 patients) of IMSCTs

including 65 males and 47 females. The mean of age was 44.0 years old (from1year

old to 73 years old). In all 112 cases, there were ependymomas (35), cavernomas (33),

hemangioblastomas (20), astrocytomas (14), lipomas (2), gangliogliomas (4),

epidermoid (1), Oligoastrocytoma (1), meningioma (1), and schwanoma (1) (Table 2).

All the patients underwent a surgical resection on IMSCTs by Prof. Bertalanffy.
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Table 2. Frequency of tumor entities

Histology Number
of Cases

Percentage

Ependymomas 35 31.25%
Ependymoma 31 27.68%
Subependymoma 1 0.89%
Myxopapillary Ependymoma 1 0.89%
Filum Ependymoma 2 1.79%

Cavernomas 33 29.46%
Hemangioblastomas 20 17.86%
Astrocytoma 14 12.50%

Astrocytoma (WHO I ) 4 3.57%
Astrocytoma (WHO II) 4 3.57%
Astrocytoma (WHO III) 4 3.57%
Glioblastoma 2 1.79%

Lipomas 2 1.79%
Gangliogliomas 4 3.57%
Epidermoid Cyst 1 0.89%
Oligoastrocytoma 1 0.89%
Meningioma 1 0.89%
Schwannoma 1 0.89%

2.3 Surgery

2.3.1 Basic surgical strategy

We cautiously studied the preoperative neuroradiological images and analyzed the

interface between tumor and spinal cord, which may be present in the IMSCTs and

thereafter designed the optimal surgical strategy for tumor resection. Although

radiological imaging diagnosis is the first and important step for a successful IMSCT

surgery, the results are not always consistent with their real pathological nature [3]. We

could not fully trust the preoperative imaging diagnosis until we received the direct

intraoperative inspection of the tumor.

Steroids were preoperatively administered to all patients with IMSCTs. GTR was

attempted in all cases. Operating microscopes and intraoperative electrophysiological

monitoring (IEPM) were used in all cases. Careful intraoperative inspection was
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performed in all patients by the neurosurgeon. Every intervention of tumor resection

was conducted based on the principle of avoiding any injury to the spinal cord, which

could be alarmed by the IEPM. Intraoperative Pathological diagnosis was required

and very useful in guiding the continued tactics of tumor resection. The maximal

tumor resection with minimal damage to normal spinal cord tissue depended on

exposing a good POD, which could be achieved according to the clearly identified

tumor-cord interface intraoperatively, especially in the cases with displaced and

benign encapsulated tumors. Once the intraoperative tumor appearance looked like a

benign IMSCT, all surrounding tumor-cord interface could be elaborately dissected

and clearly exposed under the surgical microscope. However, if the tumor appearance

suggested a malignant tumor or if a clear tumor-cord interface could not be identified,

we preferred a debulking surgery under safety principles instead of pursuing GTR of

the tumor, further tumor removal, which is likely to injure the normal spinal cord

tissue. In all of our cases, when we could not get a clear POD, we tried to debulk the

tumor mass carefully by micro cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator (CUSA) under

the IEPM. Surgical manipulation was stopped immediately when the monitoring

alarmed. After tumor resection, pial membrane was sutured to restore the shape of the

spinal cord and a watertight dural closure or even dural repair was performed.

Steroids were usually continued for 48 hours postoperatively.

2.3.2 Intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring

Microsurgical resection with electrophysiological monitoring was conducted in all

patients. The intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring techniques have been

widely used in the surgeries of IMSCTs, which usually monitor the somatosensory

evoked potential (SSEP) (Figure 5) and transcranial motor evoked potential (TcMEP)
[37,38] (Figure 6). SSEP and TcMEP provide the functional information of sensory and

motor pathways respectively [39].
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Figure 5: Intraoperative SSEPs. A: Left side SSEPs. B: Right side SSEPs.

Figure 6: Intraoperative TcMEP monitoring of gastrocnemius muscle. A: Left side: The evoked
potential disappears nearly(first red arrow), the partially recovers (second red arrow), almost
recovers (third red arrow). B: Right side: A decrease in duration occurs simultaneously with
changes in waveform morphology (first yellow arrow); eventually, the evoked potential disappears
(second yellow arrow).

A B

A B
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Because motor tracts and sensory tracts are very close in the spinal cord, damage to

motor tracts may indirectly affect sensory tracts, so SSEP is usually considered to be

useful in monitoring both the sensory and motor tracts [40]. However, several studies

confirmed that selective intraoperative damage of anterior spinal cord could result in a

TcMEP change without significant SSEP changes [41-43]. Therefore, SEEP and TcMEP

were used together to monitor intraoperative neurological status of our IMSCTs

patients.

The spinal cord is too fragile to suffer repeated serious decrease in intraoperative

SSEP. Three successive intraoperative SSEP damages will indicate the high likelihood

of postoperative sensory deficits. Additionally, the decreases of intraoperative TcMEP

waveform, especially the significant or continual decreases can predict the likely

postoperative motor deficits [44]. Therefore, SSEP or TcMEP can well warn

neurosurgeons to avoid accidental spinal cord injury caused by aggressive

manipulation and therefore, guarantee the safety of surgery. TcMEP signals recorded

from muscle can be divided into three types: polyphasic signals, biphasic signals and

absence of signals. When polyphasic signals changes to biphasic signals, it likely

indicates a decrease of 1–2 points in motor scores. And signal absent predicts serious

motor function damage or the loss of motor function. Meanwhile, TcMEP amplitude

changes are also very meaningful in alarming the likely spinal damages and guiding

correct intraoperative decisions in spinal surgery [45, 46]. Based on the preoperative

average amplitude of multiple TcMEP signals, a threshold of more than 50%

amplitude decrease intraoperatively correlates with postoperative motor deficits [47].

So it also will notify the operator at this condition.

2.3.3 Intraoperative ultrasonography

The surgery of IMSCTs mainly focuses on tumor removal under the premise of

keeping the surrounding vital neural tissue safe. Due to the high vulnerability of the
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spinal cord, intraoperative imaging guidance becomes beneficial and sometimes

necessary in reducing the risk. The intraoperative ultrasonography (IOUSG) has been

already widely used in spinal cord surgery and confirmed to be practical, convenient,

reliable, noninvasive and highly sensitive (Figure 7). IOUSG can identify the location,

orientation and extent of IMSCTs, monitor the surgical procedure, benefit radical

tumor resection and reduce the morbidity [48, 49].

Figure 7: Intraoperative ultrasonography of a ventral intramedullary spinal cord cavenoma.
A: Transverse ultrasonogram showing a hyperechoic isodense cavenoma (T) and small
intratumoral cysts (C). The tumor expanding symmetrically and locating in the centrum of the
spinal cord and reach the ventral surface of spinal cord. B: Sagittal ultrasonogram disclosing a
slightly hyperechoic cavernoma (T) within an expanded spinal cord. The spinal cord rostral to the
tumor are normal. The intramedullary cavenoma located at the ventral side.

2.3.4 Patient position in surgery

The patient position was decided based on the tumor location. In our series, patients

with cervical IMSCTs could be operated in prone position or sitting (semi-sitting or

upright-sitting) position depending on whether the tumor extends to the medullary

segment (Figure 8); all thoracic or/and conus IMSCT patients were treated in a prone

position (Figure 9). The sitting position permitted neurosurgeon to operate in a clean

operative field because the gravity facilitates the oozing blood to continually drain out

of the operative field. However, the sitting position is more likely to induce the

postoperative pneumocephalus and occasional air embolic stroke intraoperatively.

The prone position may avoid the above complications of sitting position because of

A B
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the well-controlled intraoperative venous pressure. Furthermore, this position allowed

us to easily fix the spine with good respiratory cycle and also facilitated the surgeons

to use the microscope throughout the operation [3]. In addition, some surgeons

preferred to select a lateral oblique position (Figure 10) and semilaminectomy for

some IMSCTs significantly located in one side of cervical spinal cord.

Figure 8: Intraoperative photographs of patient in the upright-sitting position for a cervical
IMSCT. A: Posterior view of patient position. B: Lateral view of patient position.

A B
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Figure 9: Intraoperative photographs of patient with thoracic IMSCT in the prone position. A: A
T1 enhance sagittal spinal MRI scan shows a thoracic IMSCT. B: Front view of patient with prone
position. C: Lateral view of patient with prone position.

A B

C
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Figure 10: Intraoperative photographs of patient with cervical IMSCT in the lateral position. A: A
T1 enhance axial spinal MRI scan shows a cervical IMSCT in the right side of spinal cord. B:
Posterior lateral view of patient with lateral position. C: Anterior lateral view of patient with
lateral position.

2.3.5 Laminectomy or laminoplasty

The posterior laminectomy is used to be considered as a standard approach to

facilitate operative procedure in the surgery of IMSCTs. However, postoperative

spinal deformity was found in more than 10% adults and 22–100% children

respectively at different spinal levels after laminectomy [50]. Over the last decades,

laminoplasty (Figure 11) has been developed to substitute laminectomy to prevent the

spinal deformity postoperatively [51, 52]. However, explicit evidences were still absent

in certificating this benefit of laminoplasty in adults [50, 53]. Ratliff JK performed a

meta-analysis and concluded that cervical laminoplasty is not more beneficial than

A B

C
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cervical laminectomy in preventing the postoperative spinal instability and deformity
[53]. Recently, Ahmed R [54] reported that the postoperative spinal deformities mainly

occurred in the patients with a successive spinal surgery over 4 spinal levels or a

preoperative spinal deformity in operative segments, irrespective of the laminectomy

procedure or laminoplasty performed. However, laminoplasty has been already

considered as the standard and advantageous surgical procedure of intradural spinal

tumors in children [55, 56]. In addition, Montano N reported an adult case series of

intradural spinal tumor which underwent laminoplasty and no new spinal deformity

was noticed postoperatively [52].

Figure 11: Laminoplasty. A: Intact removal of posterior arch and spinous process. B: Four level
cervical posterior arches and spinous processes were well restored by titanium miniplates and
screws.

In all of our IMSCT cases, there were few laminectomies, some semilaminectomies

and mostly laminoplasties that were performed at the appropriate levels. In

laminectomy, laminae should be removed widely beyond the tumor extent; and

laminectomy was only performed in cervical region with no more than two levels.

Occasionally, semilaminectomy may be performed in the patients with IMSCTs that

are predominantly located on one side of spinal cord (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Semilaminectomy. A: Axial MRI scan shows a small cavernoma located in right side
of spinal cord. B: Intraoperative photograph shows a semilaminectomy. C, D: Pictures show the
procedure of semilaminectomy (yellow arrow).

2.3.6 Open and stay suture the dura mater

After the laminectomy, we opened the dura mater longitudinally along the middle line,

and then made a dural stay suture (Figure 13). After semilaminectomy, we made a

longitudinal incision on dura mater in the middle of surgical field and then stay suture

bilateral dural edges.
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Figure 13: Open and stay suture the dura mater. A: Longitudinally opened the dura mater from
the middle line. B: After opened the dura, sutured both dural edges to stay on the bilateral soft
tissue.

2.3.7 Surgical approach and tumor removal

Surgical approach of IMSCTs should be carefully evaluated and perfectly designed

based on preoperative radiological imaging and it mostly depended on direct

inspection of the spinal cord surface and the guidance of the real-time

electrophysiological monitoring intraoperatively. We carefully inspected the spinal

surface and decided the appropriate surgical approach. The basic principle in

determining the surgical approach is to access the tumor from the point with the

shortest distance between the spinal surface and the tumor. This principle is good for

the tumors which were near to or partly reached the spinal surface without any

important functional spinal cord thin layer overlying the tumors. However, as for

some tumors located deeply in the spinal cord parenchyma or not so close to the

posterior spinal surface, we selected the posterior median sulcus approach or the

posterolateral sulcus approach to access the tumors.

After accessing the tumor from a suitable approach, we opened the spinal cord beyond

the entire tumor extent before removing the tumor in its entire extension. Piecemeal

removal was performed to obtain total tumor removal in some long-extended IMSCTs
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coagulated small crossing vessels intermittently and short-termly with very

low-power-level bipolar under successive saline irrigation, and carefully opened

posterior median sulcus by microdissector or knife (Figure 16). We extended the

myelotomy to the length of the tumor by meticulous dull splaying the bilateral spinal

tissue using the tension of bipolar or with the separation of microdissector. During

this procedure, it is very important and useful for easy performance by well

maintaining the safe surgical orientation which can be ensured by the careful

identification of the posterior sulcal central veins which exit from posterior median

sulcus.

Figure 15: Posterior median sulcus approach for intramedullary ependymoma. A: Sagittal MRI
scan show an intramedullary ependymoma in C5-Th2. B: Axial MRI scan show ependymoma
filled most central part of expanded spinal cord. C: Opened the spinal cord with the posterior
median sulcus approach. D: Tumor pathology was ependymoma (WHO grade II).
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Figure 16: Coagulated small crossing vessels and opened the posterior median sulcus. A: Sagittal
T1 enhance MRI scan show an intramedullary ependymoma located in Th4-5. B: Axial MRI scan
show ependymoma inside the spinal cord. C: Intraoperative photograph of the posterior cross
veins. D: After coagulated posterior small crossing vessels, opened the posterior median sulcus to
remove the tumor.

In such case of highly expanding tumor or edematous spinal cord, it is difficult to

exactly identify the posterior median sulcus. Under that circumstance, an alternative

technique was suggested to begin from the normal spinal cord closely adjacent to the

rostral or caudal tumor edges where it is easier to identify the posterior median sulcus
[3]. Then we could open and continue to extend the posterior median sulcus to expose

the whole tumor longitudinally by following safe surgical orientation. We gently

removed the tumor along the clear tumor-cord interface which should be carefully

identified and dissected, especially in displaced IMSCT cases.

2.3.7.2 Posterolateral sulcus approach

Some IMSCTs are located laterally in the spinal cord and deeply with respect to

spinal surface and therefore, could not be easily and safely reached directly from the

spinal surface or by posterior median sulcus approach. In this case, a posterolateral
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sulcus approach will be a better choice to access these tumors. We made a

longitudinal incision at posterolateral sulcus after carefully determining the ipsilateral

posterior spinal artery and the dorsal nerve roots which run inside and pass through it
[3]. The dorsal nerve roots are very easy to be inspected on the posterolateral spinal

surface, which run from later to middle and continue inside the spinal cord through

and along the posterolateral sulcus, then naturally continue into the posterolateral tract

of Lissauer. Posterolateral sulcus approach makes less damage to dorsal column than

posterior median sulcus approach, but may bring higher risk of lateral column damage,

particularly damage to the ipsilateral corticospinal tract. We determined the

posterolateral sulcus before performing this approach, and began the surgical

procedure with coagulating the cross vessels and carefully opened the posterolateral

sulcus. Then we gently separated the lateral and dorsal columns along the cleavage

plane, and continued to access and remove the tumor carefully. (Figure 17)

Figure 17: A posterolateral sulcus approach was performed to remove a cavernoma. A: Axial T1
enhance MRI show an intramedullary cavernoma located in the right side spinal cord of C2. B: A
right side posterolateral sulcus approach was performed to remove the cavernoma. Incision was
medial to the dorsal root entry zones (green arrow).

2.3.7.3 Direct transpinal approach

Some IMSCTs were very superficial and already reached or were located over the

super pial, such as some cavernomas, subependymomas, and hemangioblastomas
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(Figure 18). Particularly, spinal hemangioblastomas are located in spinal surface or

partly into the spinal cord. In this case, the direct transpinal approach was very

suitable to be utilized to remove these tumors by making a myelotomy from the point

where the tumors could be recognized directly under microscope. After opening the

pial to reach the tumor and open the extreme thin layer of metamorphism spinal cord

to access the tumor, dissecting the tumor-cord interface was quickly followed [3].

Figure 18: The direct transpial approach for a spinal hemangioblastoma. A,B: MRI
and DSA show a spinal cord hemangioblastomas (red arrows). C: Circumscribing pial
around the tumor (green arrow). D: Dissected the tumor-cord interface. E: Cut the
tumor feeder artery after coagulating. F: Tumor resection bed.

2.3.7.4 Tumor resection

Except for cavernomas, before resecting the tumor we aimed to get enough tumor

exposure in order to make the tumor removal easier. We repeated the procedure on

tumor partly by partly to prevent too much blood loss and long time retraction to the

normal spinal cord if the tumor extended longitudinally to many spinal segments.
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When encountering a small tumor, we started the tumor removal after exposing the

entire tumor extension. POD that was not apparent at the beginning might appear due

to partial devascularization during tumor debulking, which may make the tumor more

distinguishable from the surrounding spinal cord tissue. Continuous debulking was an

important technical step to achieve a GTR or STR in large tumors. We debulked

tumor mass and separated the tumor POD alternately. It was usually much easier to

distinguish the tumor from the normal spinal cord tissue after removing a considerable

amount of tumor. Different tumor resection strategies would be selected to deal with

the different types of IMSCTs. We preferred inside-out technique to remove

infiltrating astrocytomas and large ependymomas. Sometimes we utilized the

intraoperative ultrasonography to determine the tumor accurate location, guide the

tumor resection and avoid excessive tumor resection over the transition area between

tumor and healthy spinal cord tissue. However, for hemangioblastomas, cavernomas,

and ependymomas with small or moderate size, we usually tried to get an en bloc

tumor removal by an outside-in technique (Figure 19), especially when the

tumor-cord interface was well identified and a clear POD could be achieved.

Figure 19: A GTR of moderately sized ependymomas with an outside-in technique, en bloc
removal. A: T1 enhance sagittal MRI show a moderately sized ependymomas. B: Resected tumor
following the clear tumor-cord interface, using an outside-in technique. C: En bloc removal was
achieved. D: The tumor resection bed was clean after total removal of the tumor.

In most cases of displaced and benign infiltrating tumors, there were usually some

edematous tissues, a gliosis belt, or some hemosiderin-deposited tissue at the cord
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side of tumor-cord interface which surrounded the tumors and occupied its inner

circle of the tumor border. Surgeons could make a clear POD by following these

characteristics of tumor-cord interface and try to achieve GTR. Tumor should be

carefully and gently dissected along but never over the tumor border. Most of the

surgical procedures should be performed on the tumor side.

Infiltrative malignant tumors were typically and frequently presented as the high

grade astrocytomas (WHO III, IV). It was difficult to identify a clear tumor-cord

interface intraoperatively in these cases. They were carefully debulked by micro

CUSA gradually from intratumoral part with an inside-out technique under the

real-time monitoring of SSEPs and TcMEPs. We attempted to get a maximum

resection which was more reasonable and realistic. Tumor resection should be stopped

when the surgeon thought there were not residual tumors or the TcMEPs had a

successive > 50% decrease which suggested the damage of functional spinal cord

tissue or the resection over the tumor tissue to reach the functional spinal cord tissue.

If IMSCTs were associated with a syrinx, the tumor margins could be more easily

defined because of the natural separation between the tumor tissue and cord tissue,

particularly when the syrinx is located at the upper or lower tumor margins. In these

cases, we usually could get a GTR or STR.

After the surgical resection of IMSCTs, sensory disturbance is usually an inevitable

postoperative complication. The only exception is the very superficial tumor that

reaches the spinal pia mater and displaces all cord tissue to either side as they grow.

In such cases, tumor resections require no myelotomy and the tumor could be

accessed directly. This applied to most hemangioblastomas [59, 60], cavernomas [61, 62],

and a few astrocytomas in our study.

Generally speaking, the feeder arteries of IMSCTs usually come from the ventral side

of tumor because they originate from anterior spinal artery. So dissecting the ventral

part tumor off the spinal cord tissue and identifying tumor feeders for coagulation and
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transaction were the last steps of the removal [63]. Most IMSCTs could be removed

with chunked way in our study. However, hemangioblastomas were the important

exceptions; they were easily recognized due to their orange color and typical position

in the dorsal root entry zone. They were removed in total instead of debulking to

avoid major bleeding [59, 64].

2.3.8 Closure

After finishing tumor resection, the surgical field was checked if it is clean with no

need for further hemostasis. When some bleeding was found, low-current bipolar (6

MA or 4 MA) was used for short-time hemostasis under the continuous irrigation. The

pial stay sutures were removed after checking the entire field with no bleeding and the

pia was sutured to restore the spinal cord shape, which was a good way to decrease

the rate of spinal cord tethering. Klekamp J reported postoperative cord tethering with

the rate of 37.0% in the IMSCTs patients who underwent surgical treatment [28].

Neither the number of previous operations nor the use of a duraplasty affected this

rate. However, closing the spinal cord with pial sutures after GTR or STR lowered the

rate of postoperative tethering from 51.7% to 19.6%. And no syrinx developed after

pial closure in this series [28].

We tried to suture and close the arachnoid membrane if possible, and then closed the

dura mater in waterproof (Figure 20), sometimes using fascia lata as a dural graft to

reconstruct the dura and enlarge the subdural space. An intact arachnoid membrane

and enlarged subdural space may be helpful in reducing postoperative cord tethering

at a relative surgical level and declining the risk of related postoperative myelopathy
[65, 66]. For the patients with laminectomy or semilaminectomy, no further procedures

were performed on the spine. However, in the cases that underwent laminoplasty

procedure, titanium mini-plates and screws were used to fix the removed laminae

back to their original position in lift-up or on-lay style corresponding to cervical or

thoracic spine respectively[67,68] (Figure 21). Then we made layered closure to the soft
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tissue and ensured that the skin was carefully sutured and well recovered (Figure 22).

Figure 20: Close the dura together with the arachnoid membrane. A: Arachnoid membrane (green
arrow) and dura (blue arrow). B: Continuously suturing the dura (green arrow). C: Waterproof
dural closure was achieved by continuous suture.

Figure 21: Fix the removed laminae back to their original position. A: Reconstructed the
cervical spine in lift-up style by using titanium mini-plates and screws. B: Reconstructed the
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thoracic spine in on-lay style by using titanium mini-plates and screws.

Figure 22: The skin was carefully sutured and well recovered. A: A careful suture of thoracic skin.
B: Awell recovered skin after cervical surgery.

2.4 Statistical analysis

All values were expressed in absolute numbers or percentages. The Chi-square test

and Logistic Regression statistical analysis were used to analyze our clinical data for

single factor and multiple factors influence respectively. Data analysis was performed

with SPSS 16.0 software. The differences between the groups with P＜0.05 were

considered statistically significant.
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3. Results

3.1 General result

In all 112 IMSCTs, the clinical presentation varied which included pain, dysthesias,

paresthesias, motor weakness, spasticity, gait abnormalities, sexual disfunction, loss

of bowel and bladder function. The preoperative symptomatic duration ranged from 1

month to 480 months (mean, 38.55 months). The mean preoperative MMS was 2.87

and postoperative MMS was 2.53 at discharge. There were 84 cases of GTR, 18 cases

of STR and 10 cases of PR. 75% of cases (84/112) got complete excision of tumors.

25% of cases (28/112) did not get the GTR. The mean of follow-up time was 118

months (from 1 month to 233 months). Most of the patients had a immediately

postoperative lower neurological status comparing to preoperative one, and then had a

gradual recovery. Investigating the patients with MMS grade 3 months

postoperatively, 10 cases in total of 84 GTR cases (11.9%) had a higher grade than

that before surgery (whose postoperative neurological status was worse than their

preoperative one); among 28 STR/PR cases, there were 3 cases (10.7%) who received

a higher grade than preoperative one. No patient died within the first six postoperative

months. 8 patients died in the later period until the final follow-up. Only some

recurrent patients or patients with residual malignant (WHO III, IV) tumors were

suggested to receive radiotherapy or/and chemotherapy postoperatively.

3.2 Correlation between the following factors and extent of tumor resection

GTR is the most effective procedure in preventing the tumor recurrence and providing

a long life period to patients suffering from IMSCTs. STR and PR were just different

in the level of spinal decompression, and almost same with respect to tumor

recurrence. Therefore, the different ETR groups were distinguished into GTR group

and no GTR group. GTR group represented patients who received a good ETR.

In the first step, we made a univariate analysis on every factor which we thought
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might influence the extent of tumor resection (ETR). We focused on the following 11

factors: patient’s gender, period of surgery, patient’s age, tumor main location, tumor

pathology, first time surgery, clear intraoperative POD, tumor size, preoperative

symptom duration, accompanying syringomyelia and preoperative MMS. We used

Chi-Square tests to study every single factor, investigated the relationship between the

factor and GTR of IMSCTs, and tried to find the significant influential factors on the

ETR of IMSCTs.

3.2.1 Patient’s gender

Our 112 cases consisted of 65 males and 47 females. In all 65 male patients (group A),

there were 49 patients (75.4%) with a GTR, compared with 35 out of 47 female

patients (74.5%) with a GTR (group B). There was no statistical significance of GTR

between these two groups (P = 0.912 > 0.05) (Table 3).

Table 3. Chi-Square tests of patient’s gender and GTR

Patient’s gender
GTR(Y/N)

TotalNot Yes

Male (group A)
16 49 65

57.1% 58.3% 58.0%

Female(group B)
12 35 47

42.9% 41.7% 42.0%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square .012a 1 .912
Continuity
Correctionb

<0.001 1 1.000

Likelihood Ratio .012 1 .912
Fisher's Exact Test 1.000 .542
N of Valid Cases 112
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a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.75.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.2 Period of surgery

The period of surgery was divided into two time periods: one before and another after

the statistical median of the day of surgery according to the calendar: from the first

patient to the median patient was the anterior period part (group A, n =56), from the

median one to the last one was posterior period part (group B, n =56). There were 44

cases (78.6%) that achieved a GTR in group A, compared with 40 cases (71.4%) that

got a GTR in group B. The result of statistical analysis showed that there was no

statistical significance of the GTR between these two groups (P = 0.383 > 0.05)

(Table 4).

Table 4. Chi-Square tests of period of surgery and GTR

Period of Surgery
GTR(Y/N)

TotalNot Yes
Anterior period
(group A)

12 44 56
42.9% 52.4% 50.0%

Posterior period
(group B)

16 40 56
57.1% 47.6% 50.0%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square .762a 1 .383
Continuity
Correctionb

.429 1 .513

Likelihood Ratio .764 1 .382
Fisher's Exact Test .513 .257
N of Valid Cases 112
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.00.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
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3.2.3 Patient’s age

According to patient’s age during the surgical treatment, 112 cases were divided into

3 groups. In Age Group A who were 20 years old or younger (n =18), 12 cases

(66.7%) got a GTR; In Age Group B who were between 21 and 60 years (n =81),

there were 62 cases (76.5%) that got a GTR; and in Age Group C who were 61 years

or older (n =13), 10 cases (76.9%) got a GTR. We Compared these three groups, and

did not notice any statistical significance of GTR among them (P = 0.672 > 0.05)

(Table 5).

Table 5. Chi-Square tests of patient’s age and GTR

Patient’s age(year)
GTR(Y/N)

Total
Not Yes

~20 (group A)
6 12 18

21.4% 14.3% 16.1%

21~60 (group B)
19 62 81

67.9% 73.8% 72.3%

61~ (group C)
3 10 13

10.7% 11.9% 11.6%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

3.2.4 Tumor main location

Chi-Square tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square .795a 2 .672

Likelihood Ratio .756 2 .685
N of Valid Cases 112

a. 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
3.25.
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According to the location of the main part of IMSCTs, we divided the cases into three

groups: cervical, thoracic and conus groups. There were 53 IMSCTs located in the

cervical region (group A), and there were 43 cases (81.1%) that got a GTR in this

group. There were 36 cases (76.6%) that got a GTR out of 47 cases of thoracic

IMSCTs (group B); and there were 5 cases (41.7%) that got a GTR out of 12 cases of

conus IMSCTs (group C). Statistical analysis showed that tumor location was related

with the GTR (P = 0.016 < 0.05) (Table 6). We could suggest that the different tumor

main location influenced the extent of tumor resection (ETR). The cervical and

thoracic IMSCTs had a higher GTR rate of 81.1% and 76.6% respectively, which

were significantly higher than the conus IMSCTs with 41.7%. The cervical IMSCTs

had a weak superiority compared to the thoracic ones.

Table 6. Chi-Square tests of tumor main location and GTR

Tumor Main Location
GTR(Y/N)

Total
Not Yes

Group A (cervical region)
10 43 53

35.7% 51.2% 47.3%

Group B (thoracic region)
11 36 47

39.3% 42.8% 42.0%

Group C (conus region)
7 5 12

25.0% 6.0% 10.7%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100%

Chi-Square tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 8.238a 2 .016
Likelihood Ratio 7.180 2 .028
N of Valid Cases 112
a. 1 cell (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.00.
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3.2.5 Tumor pathology

All cases were divided into three groups according to the pathology results: Group A

(displacing tumors) comprising ependymomas, hemangioblastomas, cavernomas,

epedermoid cysts, meningiomas, schwanomas, and low grade gliomas (astrocytoma

WHO grade I, II ) (n =99); Group B (infiltrating tumors) comprising high grade

gliomas(WHO grade III, IV) , gangliogliomas, and oligoastrocytoma (n =11 ); Group

C (nonproliferating tumors) comprising lipomas (n =2). Of them 81 cases received

GTR in group A (81.8%), 3 cases got the GTR in group B (27.3%), and nobody got

the GTR in group C (0% ). It demonstrated the significant difference between tumor

pathology and GTR (P<0.001) (Table 7). The result indicated that the displacing

tumors had a significant higher GTR rate than that of infiltrating tumors and lipomas.

Table 7. Chi-Square tests of tumor pathology and GTR

Tumor Pathology
GTR(Y/N)

Total
Not Yes

Group A (Displacing tumors)
18 81 99

64.3% 96.4% 88.4%

Group B (Infiltrating tumors)
8 3 11

28.6% 3.6% 9.8%

Group C (Lipomas)
2 0 2

7.1% .0% 1.8%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 21.818a 2 <0.001
Likelihood Ratio 19.193 2 <0.001
N of Valid Cases 112
a. 3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .50.
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3.2.6 First time surgery

According to the patient who underwent first time surgery, we divided the cases into

two groups: among 97 cases who underwent the first time surgery (Group A) for

IMSCTs, 77 cases got a GTR(79.4%); For the other 15 recurrent/regrow tumors

(Group B), only 7 cases got GTR (46.7%). The analyzed results showed that the first

time surgery strongly predicted a higher rate of GTR (P=0.006<0.01) (Table 8).

Table 8. Chi-Square tests of first time surgery and GTR
First time

surgery(Y/N)
GTR(Y/N)

TotalNot Yes
Group A (First time
surgery)

20 77 97
71.4% 91.7% 86.6%

Group B (No first
time surgery

8 7 15
28.6% 8.3% 13.4%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

7.415a 1 .006

Continuity
Correctionb

5.773 1 .016

Likelihood Ratio 6.517 1 .011
Fisher's Exact
Test

.011 .011

N of Valid Cases 112
a. 1 cell (25.0%) has expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.75.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.7 Clear intraoperative POD

According to the operational record with respect to the POD in the surgery, cases with

clear intraoperative POD were divided into group A (N=87), and cases without clear
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intraoperative POD as group B (N=25). Compared with the GTR rate between group

A (78/87, 89.7%) and B (6/25, 24.0%), there was a significant difference between

them (P<0.001) (Table 9). This showed that the clear intraoperative POD strongly

influenced the extent of tumor resection (ETR) in IMSCTs.

Table 9. Chi-Square tests of clear intraoperative POD and GTR
Clear intraoperative

POD(Y/N)
GTR(Y/N)

TotalNot Yes
Group A (clear
intraoperative POD)

9 78 87
32.1% 92.9% 77.7%

Group B (no clear
intraoperative POD)

19 6 25
67.9% 7.1% 22.3%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

44.646a 1 <0.001

Continuity
Correctionb

41.213 1 <0.001

Likelihood Ratio 40.538 1 <0.001
Fisher's Exact
Test

<0.001 <0.001

N of Valid Cases 112
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.25.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.8 Tumor size

All the cases were grouped based on the tumor size. Group A included 65 cases with

small tumors (single tumor extent less than two spinal levels) and Group B included

another 47 cases (single tumor extent more than two spinal levels). Compared to the

GTR rate in Group A (57/65, 87.7%) and Group B (27/47, 57.4%), the results

supported that smaller tumors predicted a higher rate of GTR (P<0.001) (Table 10).
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Table 10. Chi-Square tests of tumor size and GTR
Tumor Size(calculate

by spinal level)
GTR(Y/N)

TotalNot Yes
Small tumor
(group A)

8 57 65
28.6% 67.9% 58.0%

Big tumor
(group B)

20 27 47
71.4% 32.1% 42.0%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

13.308a 1 <0.001

Continuity
Correctionb

11.744 1 0.001

Likelihood Ratio 13.362 1 <0.001
Fisher's Exact
Test

<0.001 <0.001

N of Valid Cases 112
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.75.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.9 Preoperative symptom duration

According to the patients’ preoperative symptom duration, we divided the 112 cases

into the short preoperative symptom duration (Group A) and long preoperative

symptom duration (group B). There were 58 cases with a short preoperative symptom

duration including 54 benign IMSCTs (preoperative symptom duration no more than

12 months) and 4 malignant IMSCTs (preoperative symptom duration less than 3

months). Among all the 58 cases, 44 cases received a GTR (75.9%). Other 54 long

preoperative symptom duration cases included 49 benign IMSCTs (preoperative

symptom duration more than 12 months) and 5 malignant IMSCTs (preoperative

symptom duration more than 3 months). Among these 54 cases, 40 cases got a GTR
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(74.1%). The statistical analysis result suggested that there was no statistical

significance in the relationship between the preoperative symptom duration and GTR

(P= 0.827 > 0.05) (Table 11).

Table 11. Chi-Square tests of preoperative symptom duration and GTR
preoperative

symptom duration
GTR(Y/N)

TotalNot Yes

Short (group A)
14 44 58
50% 52.4% 51.8%

Long (group B)
14 40 54
50% 47.6% 48.2%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

.048a 1 .827

Continuity
Correctionb

<0.001 1 1.000

Likelihood Ratio .048 1 .827
Fisher's Exact
Test

.831 .499

N of Valid Cases 112
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 13.50.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.10 Accompanying syringomyelia

According to the existence of accompanying syringomyelia, we divided the cases into

two groups. Group A consisted of patients of IMSCTs with accompanying

syringomyelia (n=56). Group B consisted of patients of IMSCTs without

accompanying syringomyelia (n=56). There were 43 patients that got a GTR in group

A (76.7%) and 41 patients that got a GTR in group B (73.2%). The result of statistical

analysis showed that accompanying syringomyelia was not a significantly influential
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factor of GTR in IMSCTs (P = 0.663 > 0.05). (Table 12)

Table 12. Chi-Square tests of accompanying syringomyelia and GTR

Accompanying
syringomyelia(Y/N)

GTR(Y/N)
TotalNot Yes

Group A (Yes)
13 43 56

46.4% 51.2% 50.0%

Group B (No)
15 41 56

53.6% 48.8% 50.0%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

.190a 1 .663

Continuity
Correctionb

.048 1 .827

Likelihood Ratio .191 1 .662

Fisher's Exact Test .828 .414

N of Valid Cases 112

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.00.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.11 Preoperative Modified McCormick Scale (MMS)

We evaluated patients preoperative status by the Modified McCormick Scale (MMS).

There were 47 cases with low MMS grade (grade I- II), 39 cases of whom got a GTR

(83.0%). On the other hand, there were 65 cases with high MMS grade (grade III- V).

Among them, there were 45 cases that got a GTR (69.2%). The result of statistical

analysis revealed that there was no significant relation between the preoperative MMS

and GTR of IMSCTs patients (P = 0.097 > 0.05). (Table 13). It showed that the

preoperative MMS was not significantly influential factor to the ETR of IMSCTs.
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Table 13. Chi-Square tests of preoperative MMS and GTR

Preoperative
MMS(Low/High)

GTR(Y/N)
TotalNot Yes

Low MMS grade
8 39 47

28.6% 46.4% 42.0%

High MMS grade
20 45 65

71.4% 53.6% 58.0%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

2.750a 1 .097

Continuity
Correctionb

2.065 1 .151

Likelihood Ratio 2.837 1 .092
Fisher's Exact Test .123 .074
N of Valid Cases 112
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.75.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

3.2.12 Preoperative radiotherapy

In total 112 cases of IMSCTs, no one underwent preoperative chemotherapy, and only

two high-grade astrocytomas received preoperative radiotherapy which were the

recurrent cases as well. Therefore, we did not make any analysis on the relation

between the ETR and preoperative chemo- or radiotherapy.

3.3 Multivariate analysis on the relationship between all the factors and GTR

In real operating condition, there were many factors that affected the surgical

performance, including the ETR. So besides applying the univariate analysis on every

single factor, we used binary logistic regression analysis to make a multivariate

analysis on all the 11 factors together and tried to find the statistically significant and
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critical influential factors on the ETR under a more similar operating condition which

was always affected by several factors at the same time.

We defined the GTR as an dependent variable, and the following 11 factors as the

independent variables including patients gender, period of surgery, patients age,

tumor main location, tumor pathology, first time surgery, clear intraoperative POD,

tumor size, preoperative symptom duration, accompanying syringomyelia and

preoperative MMS.

In the binary logistic regression with SPSS (Table 14), Omnibus Tests of Model

Coefficients gave us a Chi-Square of 68.454 on 11df, significantly beyond 0.001. This

null hypothesis test showed that adding the variables to the regression model did not

significantly increase the ability to predict the GTR of IMSCTs. The

Hosmer-Lemeshow tested whether the null hypothesis made by the regression model

have a perfect fit with the observed group memberships. The result of chi-square

value was 8.781 (P = 0.361 > 0.05), which was nonsignificant and indicated that the

data fit well in the model.

Table 14. Omnibus tests of Model Coefficients & Hosmer and Lemeshow test
Omnibus tests of Model Coefficients

Chi-square df Sig.
Step 1 Step 68.454 11 <0.001

Block 68.454 11 <0.001
Model 68.454 11 <0.001

As shown in the following table (Table 15), the regression coefficients of four factors,

including tumor main location, tumor pathology, clear intraoperative POD and tumor

size were significant (P < 0.05) in the variables according to the regression equation

result.

Hosmer and Lemeshow test

Step Chi-square df Sig.
1 8.781 8 .361
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Table 15. Variables in the Equation

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)
95% C.I.for
EXP(B)

Lower Upper
Step
1a

Patient’s gender -1.361 .838 2.641 1 .104 .256 .050 1.324

Period of surgery -.718 .729 .971 1 .324 .488 .117 2.034

Patient’s age (year) -.681 .700 .947 1 .331 .506 .128 1.996

Tumor main location -1.858 .667 7.766 1 0.005 .156 .042 .576

Tumor pathology -3.056 1.515 4.072 1 0.044 .047 .002 .916

First time surgery 1.102 .926 1.416 1 .234 3.010 .490 18.483

Clear intraoperative
POD

4.058 1.034 15.410 1 <0.001 57.855 7.628 438.79
0

Tumor size -1.816 .827 4.820 1 0.028 .163 .032 .823

Preoperative symptom
duration

.122 .757 .026 1 .872 1.129 .256 4.980

Accompanying
syringomyelia

-.876 .854 1.052 1 .305 .416 .078 2.222

Preoperative MMS .755 .855 .780 1 .377 2.129 .398 11.375

Constant 5.963 5.318 1.257 1 .262 388.833

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Patient’s gender, Period of Surgery EL, Patient’s age year, Tumor
main location CTL, Tumor pathology group ABC, First time surgery YN, Clear intraoperative POD
YN, Tumor size Spinal level, Preoperative symptom duration Month Group ABCD, Accompanying
syringomyelia, Preoperative MMS.

The above four factors were the influential factors of GTR. Among them, the clear

intraoperative POD was the most important factor which could influence the GTR (P

< 0.001, OR = 57.855). However, the factor of first time surgery which was

statistically significant in the single-factor analysis was insignificant in this

multivariate analysis.
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3.4 The GTR and early postoperative MMS grade changing

In 3 months after surgery, we evaluated patient’s early postoperative neurological

status with the changing of Modified McCormick Scale (MMS) grade comparing to

their preoperative MMS grade. In total 84 GTR cases, there were 74 cases (88.1%)

with lower/same MMS grade compared to their preoperative MMS grade (whose

postoperative neurological status was better or similar than their preoperative one), 10

cases (11.9%) had a higher MMS grade (whose postoperative neurological status was

worse than their preoperative one). On the other hand, among 28 STR/PR cases, there

were 25 cases (89.3%) with lower/same MMS grade postoperatively, and 3 cases

(10.7%) with higher MMS grade postoperatively. The result of statistical analysis

revealed that there was no significant correlation between the postoperative MMS

grade changing and GTR of IMSCTs patients (P = 1.000 > 0.05). (Table 16). It

demonstrated that the early postoperative MMS grade changing was not significantly

related to the GTR of IMSCTs.

Table 16. Chi-Square tests of early postoperative MMS changing and GTR

Early Postoperative MMS
(Lower and same / Higher)

GTR(Y/N)
TotalNot Yes

Lower/same MMS grade
25 74 99

89.3% 88.1% 88.4%

Higher MMS grade
3 10 13

10.7% 11.9% 11.6%

Total
28 84 112

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson
Chi-Square

0.029a 1 .865

Continuity
Correctionb

.000 1 1.000

Likelihood Ratio .029 1 .864
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Fisher's Exact Test 1.000 .584
N of Valid Cases 112
a. 1 cell (25.0%) has expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.25.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
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4. Discussion

Surgical treatment of IMSCTs has been widely accepted. The extent of tumor

resection (ETR) plays an important role in its prognosis. Previous literature suggested

that morbidity was lowest after gross total resection (GTR) compared with STR or PR,

although it was not statistically significant [28]. The more tumor tissue could be

resected the less probability of tumor recurrence would occur. How to pursue a GTR

with the neurological preservation is becoming a critical issue in surgical treatment of

IMSCTs. The GTR is not defined by histological concept. It is not only impossible for

neurosurgeons to identify the microscopic residual tumor cells by intraoperative

inspection, but also by postoperative MR imaging [11, 69]. Nevertheless, it was reported

that GTR have a close association with positive prognosis of benign or low-grade

infiltrative IMSCTs, such as cavernoma, ependymoma[70] and hemangioblastoma[71].

Based on our clinical data on the IMSCTs of 112 cases who were treated

micro-surgically, the factors that allow a possible radical tumor resection or prevent

them were identified. These factors included morphological properties of the various

tumors which were related to the intraoperative POD, tumor pathology, presence of

cyst, tumor size or length, recurrent tumor, tumor location, patient’s age, preoperative

symptom duration, surgical experience, different surgical period under different

technical-operational conditions such as the use of special devices (CUSA), or the

availability of a continuous intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring and

operational-strategic aspects. Shrivastava RK and his colleagues declared the ETR

was not associated with the previous clinical procedure, tumor length, tumor location,

or presence of cyst [72]. However, Klekamp J[28] reported that the most important factor

by far predicting a GTR was a high preoperative McCormick Scale grade. There were

some other strong predictors that represented adult age, high spinal level, presence of

syrinx and first surgery performed on the tumor. The remaining factors predicting a

GTR were benign histological grade, no arachnoid scarring, a short preoperative

symptom history, and an experienced surgeon [28]. Since different researchers have

different conclusions, it is still a controversial topic. Therefore, we think it is
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necessary to further investigate the factors that influence the ETR on IMSCTs.

4.1 Clear intraoperative POD

In all IMSCTs cases, the initial surgical goal was GTR and a resection of the tumor

mass was always possible at least for benign tumors. However, nothing can be

intraoperatively certain in an individual case. Whether a GTR is possible remains to

be an intraoperative decision, only the characteristic MRI features of cavernomas,

hemangioblastomas and lipomas allowed a precise preoperative diagnosis [63].

Historically, most of neurosurgeons agreed that tumor resection was based on the

intraoperative identification of a POD which usually depended on tumor histology [7,

34]. However, Giannina L concluded that GTR could be safely achieved in most

IMSCTs with intraoperatively identified POD, regardless of tumor pathology [36].

Therefore, we assessed the influence of the clear intraoperative POD as an

independent factor on the ETR of IMSCTs.

The importance of intraoperative tumor POD for aggressive tumor resection has

already become a consensus in IMSCTs surgical treatment. An intraoperatively

identified POD could highlight the safe resection boundary and facilitate the

preservation of spinal cord and checking for residual tumor tissue in an aggressive

tumor resection [36]. Schwartz and McCormick [73] even suggested that the ETR was

mostly determined by observing the existence of an identifiable tumor plane. Many

reports also highlighted the identifiable POD in significantly easing the tumor

resection [34, 74]. In our 112 IMSCT cases that underwent tumor resection, regardless of

the tumor pathology, there were 87 cases with clear intraoperative POD. Among them,

78 cases got a GTR (89.7%), 8 cases underwent STR, only 1case underwent a PR. On

the contrary, only 6 in 25 cases without clear intraoperative POD got a GTR (24.0%)

and 8 cases underwent a PR. Clear intraoperative POD significantly affected the ETR

(P<0.01). We concluded that intraoperative POD was a critical influential factor of

the ETR of IMSCTs. A clear intraoperative tumor POD could strongly predict the
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good ETR which was independent on the pathology. This conclusion was similar to

the previous observations [36]. Some factors would affect the identification of

intraoperative tumor POD, such as maintenance of blood in operative field during

surgery and skills in separating and finding the tumor cord interface circumferentially.

However, if the tumor was calcified or hard and adhered to the spinal cord or normal

spinal tissue, this would make the significant alarm of intraoperative

electrophysiological monitoring for surgical performance; the tumor would be

remained to preserve the neurological function even if the POD was easy to be

inspected. These factors would influence the tumor resection in some cases which had

a clear POD. There were 9 cases with clear POD in our study that did not get GTR.

4.2 Tumor size

Giannina L and his colleagues retrospectively investigated 101 cases of IMSCTs with

microsurgical treatment. They suggested that smaller the tumor size, the more the

likelihood of achieving a GTR [35]. Usually, in IMSCTs with an identifiable

intraoperative POD, smaller tumors got more facilitated in achieving a tumor en bloc

resection which could avoid the tumor leakage associated with debulking and had

lower risk of cord traction [70]. Of course, there was a contradiction. Shrivastava RK

and his colleagues declared that tumor size could not affect the ETR after

retrospectively researching a 30 cases series of IMSCTs [72].

In this study, we divided the cases into two groups: small tumor (single tumor extent

with no more than two spinal levels), large tumor (single tumor extent with more than

two spinal levels). The statistical analysis result showed that the small tumor group

got a significant high GTR rate than the large tumor group (p＜0.05). We concluded

that tumor size was an influential factor of the ETR of IMSCTs; the smaller IMSCTs

could have a higher rate of GTR.

In our series, the patients with small IMSCTs usually had a better preoperative
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neurological condition compared to the ones with large tumors. Patients with a large

IMSCT suffered from larger and maybe longer pressure on the spinal cord. Thus,

there would be a more adhering interface between the tumor and spinal cord. Such

interface would decrease the ETR. As for displaced tumor, we agreed with Hanbali F
[70], the small tumor was more amenable to en bloc resection. With regard to the

infiltrative tumor, the large tumor would make the spinal cord more vulnerable which

would decrease the ETR.

4.3 Tumor pathology

Tumor pathology and histology were the most meaningful factors in predicting the

tumor resectability, recurrence and postoperative neurological outcome [26]. Despite

both benign and malignant tumors, GTR was the best way for preventing the tumor

recurrence and was the preferred preoperative surgical attempt. Displaced tumors

usually had a clear intraoperative tumor POD which would facilitate the tumor

resection, such as ependymomas, hemangioblastomas and cavernomas. These tumors

were well known for getting a GTR. However, infiltrative tumors were usually found

without a clear tumor–cord interface and was more difficult to be dissected and

removed than displaced ones; for instance, the high-grade astrocytomas,

gangliogliomas and metastases. It has been widely accepted that the tumor histology

strongly affected the extent of tumor resection in IMSCTs.

In this study, we retrospectively investigated the series and divided the tumors into

three groups: displacing tumors, infiltrating tumors and lipomas. Their rates of GTR

were 81.8%, 27.3% and 0% respectively. The displacing tumors had a statistically

significant higher GTR compared to the infiltrating tumors and lipomas (p＜0.05).

Based on our result, we could make a conclusion that the tumor pathology was a

strongly associated factor that influenced the ETR of IMSCTs.

It is well known that astrocytomas are infiltrative tumors. For benign astrocytomas
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(WHO I, II), the beneficial association between patients outcome and the extent of

tumor resection has been reported in some publications [26, 30, 75]. McGirt MJ [76]

suggested that intramedullary spinal cord glioblastoma (GBM) had a poorer prognosis

than other IMSCTs, because surgical treatment almost could not get a GTR of such

type of tumor. Moreover, GBM tend to regrow or recur very soon after surgery. They

believed that other types of astrocytomas (Pilocytic, diffuse and anaplastic

astrocytoma) could always end up with a GTR or STR and it was not so usual and

quick for these tumors to regrow or recur. So they could get significant benefit from

surgery, particularly for pilocytic astrocytomas (WHO I) which often had an

identifiable POD and were more amenable to GTR. On the contrary, it was surgically

difficult for GBM to get a GTR. In other words, patients could not benefit from GTR

at all because a GTR attempt would usually result in iatrogenic morbidity. However,

we had a different result in our study. We performed surgery for 8 cases of low-grade

astrocytomas (WHO I, II) and 6 cases of high-grade astrocytomas (WHO III, IV).

Among the low-grade astrocytomas, there was only 1 case ended with a GTR, 6 cases

with a STR and 1 case with a PR. On the other hand, with regard to the high-grade

astrocytomas none could get a GTR, instead, 4 of them (66.7%) only ended up with

PR. According to our experience, we believed that intramedullary spinal astrocytomas,

even the low-grade ones were difficult to be radically removed. Astrocytoma may be

an independent factor which could strongly influence the ETR of IMSCTs, which

needs further investigation with larger number of cases that will solely focus on this

factor.

In our study, all lipomas only got removal with PR, even if they were not infiltrating

tumors. Among these cases, we opted for the aggressive tumor resection because this

type of tumor strongly adheres to the spinal cord or surrounding spinal nerves. We

opted for a tumor debulking surgery for these patients. According to our experience,

the lipoma was also a special independent factor which could strongly influence the

ETR of IMSCTs.
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4.4 Patient’s age

There are still many controversies regarding the association between patients age and

treatment of IMSCTs. Constantini S [34] retrospectively studied 164 children and

young adult IMSCT patients. These patients were younger than 21 years old, most of

them with a low-grade lesion, 76.8% of IMSCTs received a GTR and 20.1% of

IMSCTs achieved STR. They found that milder preoperative deficits predicted the

rarer surgical injury. Shrivastava RK et al [72] retrospectively investigated 30 IMSCT

patients who are older than 50 years old (mean age 59.8 years). All of the patients got

the tumor GTR (65%) and STR (35%). 90% tumors were ependymoma and

subependymoma. This study observed no increased risk in additional morbidity,

recurrence, even length of stay because of the patient’s age.

However, Wang ZY and his colleagues reported that there was a positive correlation

between the higher rates of postoperative transient morbidity and the more advanced

age of patient groups [77]. In the recent literature, Klekamp J [28] analyzed the surgical

morbidity and long-term result of patients with a 278 cases series of IMSCTs. They

found that patients who were older than 60 years had almost twice permanent

morbidity incidence than younger patients. This is because the growing age might

lead to worsening plasticity and more vulnerable vascular supply to the spinal cord.

But after multivariate analysis, he found that patient’s age was not an independent

factor for predicting a GTR [28]. Although there were several controversial opinions

about the relationship between the treatment of IMSCTs and patient’s age in many

reports, few of them clearly focused on and concluded whether the patient’s age

affects the ETR.

According to their age at the time of surgery, our cases were divided into 3 groups:

patients of 20 years old or younger (n = 20), patients of the age between 21 and 60

years (n = 81); and patients of over 60 years old (n =13). Their rates of GTR were

66.7%, 76.5%, and 76.9% respectively. The latter two groups had very similar GTR
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rates which were significantly higher than the youngest group. Two decades ago,

Samii M claimed that the children patients group had a relatively lower GTR rate than

that of adult patients group because of higher proportion of astrocytomas in children
[14]. But in our study, there was no statistically significant difference of GTR among

the different age groups (P>0.05), despite the youngest group had a lower GTR rate

compared to the two older groups. We suggested that the patient’s age did not

significantly affect the ETR of IMSCTs.

4.5 Period of surgery

It is already well known that a neurosurgical success considerably depends on the

neurosurgeon’s experience and skills, as well as modern instruments and medical

equipment. Among all, the surgical experience is a basic element. Proficient surgical

technique is essential for getting a higher GTR rate and good outcomes [78]. Klekamp J

reported that the rate of GTR might increase significantly with surgeons increasing

experience [28].

In the past several decades, the spinal surgery was further developed with the

assistance of advanced techniques, such as intraoperative MRI, surgical microscope,

intraoperative ultrasonography, small ultrasonic aspirators like microcavitron

ultrasonic surgical aspirator (CUSA), intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring

(IEPM) and more precise surgical instruments. These special devices facilitate the

patients’ surgeries because of better pre- and intraoperative demonstration of tumor

extension and location, easier removal of the tumor mass and preservation of the

neurological function. Several factors of advancing medical condition may facilitate

the GTR of IMSCTs. However, nowadays there are still very limited research focus

on the association between the different surgical period and rate of GTR in IMSCTs.

In this study, all the tumors were removed by Professor H. Bertalanffy under

microscope and real-time IEPM. Intraoperative ultrasonography was used in some
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cases like cavernomas and hemangioblastomas. CUSA was usually used in the tumor

resection of ependymomas, astrocytomas and other solid IMSCTs. The patients’

period spans 24 years. We ranged the patients in a chronological order according to

the calendar of surgery day and divided the cases into two groups by the middle case.

After statistical analysis, we did not find any statistically significant difference of

GTR rate between two different period groups (P>0.05). In other words, we could not

find the evidence that the ETR of IMSCTs was influenced by the factor of surgical

period.

Of course, our statement was just based on our own investigated results which were

not from a multi-center study. Also, all our patients were operated by the same

Professor under the same basic medical condition and surgical-strategic aspects.

Therefore, it did not absolutely suggest the surgical experience and using of modern

devices could not affect the ETR of IMSCTs.

4.6 First time surgery

Most our patients of IMSCTs were treated surgically for the first time. However, we

did treat some cases with recurrent or regrowth tumors in our study. It is well known

that there are some differences in their procedures of tumor removal. In this study, we

also focused on the relationship between the ETR of IMSCTs and the factor of first

time surgery.

The influence of the histological grade on recurrence rates and patient survival has

already been well established [26, 29] and is self-explanatory. It is widely known that

most malignant tumors tend to recur [6] except for some low-grade astrocytomas [26].

However, there was not any detailed report talking about the association between

ETR and recurrent IMSCTs. Klekamp J [28] reported his large series without detailed

description about the tumor resection of recurrent IMSCTs, but he stated that

permanent morbidity increased with removal of recurrent tumors because a second
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operation always dealt with a much more vulnerable spinal cord. Meanwhile, he

stated that no GTR was achieved and was attempted in malignant tumors [28]. It

showed that they also didn’t pursue GTR in most recurrent tumors because of the

malignant pathology.

In this study, we had 97 cases of IMSCTs that were treated as the first time surgery.

GTR was achieved in 77 cases (79.4%). However, in all 15 cases of recurrent

IMSCTs, only 7 cases got a GTR (46.7%). The difference between them was

statistically significant (p＜ 0.05). We considered that first time surgery was an

influential factor on the ETR of IMSCTs and it predicted a higher GTR rate than the

recurrent/regrowth ones.

4.7 Tumor main location

The spinal level of IMSCTs showed an impact on the preoperative neurological

condition [28]. IMSCTs located in different spinal segments tend to have some

characteristic clinical presentations. Cervical tumors tend to result in more

dysesthesias and less pain, motor deficits, gait or sphincter disturbances compared

with tumors in thoracic cord or conus. For IMSCTs surgery, some studies said the

lower the spinal level is, the more morbidity may occur [79, 80]. The conus area is the

most vulnerable region [6]. This maybe due to the blood supply of thoracic cord which

was more vulnerable than that of cervical cord and conus concentrate upon important

neurological functions in the narrow space. In other ways, some authors observed a

statistically non-significantly different outcome in patients of IMSCTs located in

different spinal locations[26]. Tumor located in the conus had better outcomes than

cervical and upper/mid-thoracic ones [26, 80]. However, Karikari IO [26] conducted a

study on 102 patients of IMSCTs, and he declared that no statistically significant

difference could be noticed in functional outcomes of tumors with different locations.

Shrivastava RK and his colleagues[72] retrospectively investigated a small series of 30

IMSCTs, and they did not find any association between the ETR and the tumor
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location, however they didn’t describe it in detail. There was no other literature

talking about the relationship between the ETR and tumor location.

Moreover, except for case reports, there were few special reports mainly discussing

about IMSCTs located at every different spinal segments. Only one study mainly

focused on surgical treatment of cervical IMSCTs. Xu Q and his colleagues [78]

reported a series of 58 patients with IMSCTs located in the cervical cord. All patients

underwent microsurgery. There were 50 cases with GTR (86.2%), 7 cases with STR,

and 1 case with PR. Thus, they concluded that the cervical IMSCTs were amenable to

GTR. In our study, we made an investigation on the relationship between tumor main

location and the ETR of IMSCTs.

In our series, the cases with IMSCTs mainly located in the cervical and thoracic

segment had higher GTR rates of 81.1% and 76.6% respectively, which were

significantly higher than the rate of conus IMSCTs with 41.7% (P<0.05). Cervical

IMSCTs had a weak superiority compared to the thoracic ones. We considered that

the factor of tumor main location influenced the ETR of IMSCTs. IMSCTs located in

the cervical and thoracic segments predicted higher GTR rates than the ones located

in the conus segment.

4.8 Preoperative symptom duration

Although tumor resection was widely accepted as an effective therapy of IMSCTs,

there was always an inherent risk to neural tracts [15, 80]. Over the last several decades,

we have achieved more experience and assistance in this kind of surgery with better

instruments and equipment to reduce surgical risks. However, the potential

neurological worsening after tumor resection still existed. Therefore, prophylactic

tumor resection was usually not recommended to an asymptomatic individual [81].

Harrop JS made a clinically systematic review and recommended that asymptomatic

patients with IMSCTs should not be treated with tumor resection and just be
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monitored by serial radiographic images and clinical examinations [81].

However, Epstein FJ [22] had a contradictory opinion, and he considered that tumor

resection for IMSCTs should be performed immediately after a confirmed diagnosis,

and to never wait until the patient has a worsening neurological condition. Delayed

treatment could result in a more atrophied and thinner spinal cord parenchyma

induced by the growing tumor. The patients with prolonged symptoms or severe

preoperative neurological deficits usually had a few millimeters thick of spinal cord

parenchyma surrounding the tumor, which could result in severe neurological deficits

when tumor resection was conducted [22].

In our study, according to our definitions of short and long preoperative symptom

duration for benign and malignant IMSCTs respectively, there were 58 cases with a

short preoperative history. 44 cases of them got a GTR (75.9%). There were 54 cases

with long preoperative symptom duration. 40 cases of them got a GTR (74.1%). The

result of statistical analysis suggested that there was no statistical significance in

difference of relationship between the preoperative symptom duration and GTR

(P>0.05). Based on the result, we considered that the preoperative symptom duration

was not an influential factor on the ETR in IMSCTs.

4.9 Accompanying syringomyelia

For IMSCTs, an associated syrinx occasionally was an indicator of a displacing and

removable tumor, because the syrinx formation was usually associated with

ependymomas, hemangioblastomas, and cavernomas. And it was very uncommon to

be associated with astrocytomas [14]. However, the surgical morbidity had no

difference between tumors associated with a syrinx and those without syringomyelia
[28]. The long-term results also did not show any significant difference between the

IMSCT patients with and without accompanying syringes in any tumor types [14].
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Samii M considered that the GTR rate was higher in the patients with IMSCTs

accompanying syringomyelia [14]. Klekamp J [28] also assured that the difference of

GTR rate between IMSCTs with and without syringomyelia was statistically

significant (74.8% versus 50.0%). If there was a syrinx associated with the tumor,

tumor margins could be more easily defined as the syrinx had separated the cord

tissue from tumor tissue. This might be the reason for the higher GTR rate in the

tumors with syringomyelia[28].

However, in this study, our statistical analysis showed that accompanying

syringomyelia was not a significant influential factor on GTR (P>0.05). In other

words, it was not a significant factor that influences the ETR in IMSCTs. We had a

different conclusion from Samii M and Klekamp J.

What might be the problem? We retrospectively analyzed our cases. We found that

almost all the cavernomas got a GTR (31/33), but only 6 cavernomas were

accompanied with syringomyelia (6/33). However, the cavernomas formed a majority

(33/112) of the whole series. This would greatly affect the statistical result. According

to our experience, we also found that identifying the clear tumor POD was easier in

the IMSCTs patients accompanying syringomyelia, which can significantly facilitate

the GTR. In addition, our 2 cases of cavernoma without GTR were not accompanied

with syringomyelia. Maybe it would be more precise to investigate the relationship

between the factor of accompanying syringomyelia and ETR in every single type of

IMSCTs instead of all kinds of IMSCTs together. But according to the statistical

analysis result of this study, we therefore, conclude that accompanying syringomyelia

was not a significant influential factor on ETR in IMSCTs.

4.10 Preoperative Modified McCormick Scale grade

It is well known that postoperative outcome of IMSCT patients is directly related to

the neurological status before surgery [82, 83]. Samii M reported that long-term outcome
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of patients with IMSCTs was predominantly determined by the preoperative

neurological status [14]; the higher the preoperative neurological functional grade, the

better is the postoperative outcome.

Since preoperative neurological status was a decisive factor for surgical outcome of

IMSCT patients, maybe it also had a close relationship with the ETR. Klekamp J

investigated a large series of IMSCTs (225 patients) and defined that the preoperative

neurological status calculated with the Modified McCormick Scale (MMS) grade was

the important factor which could predict the GTR in IMSCTs [28].

However, we got a different conclusion from Klekamp J in our smaller sample’s study.

In our series, there were 39 cases that got a GTR (83.0%) in 47 cases with low MMS

grade (grade I- II). It was relatively higher compared to GTR rate of 69.2% (45/65) in

high MMS grade (grade III- V) cases. But our statistical analysis showed no

statistically significant difference in the relationship between preoperative MMS

grade and GTR in IMSCTs (P>0.05). The statistical result showed that preoperative

MMS was not a significantly influential factor to the ETR in IMSCTs.

We also think that the IMSCT patients with better preoperative neurological status

(low MMS grade) should have suffered more disturbances from the tumor dissection

than the worse ones, which might induce higher GTR rate in surgical cases. However,

in our study group, consisting of less cases, we did not find such correlation.

4.11 Patient’s gender

There are few studies reporting about the association of patient’s gender with

treatment of IMSCTs. Two years ago, Lee SM [84] and his colleagues made a

retrospective review of 69 IMSCT patients who underwent surgeries in his institute.

They investigated the relationships between patients’ outcome and multiple factors

including patient’s gender, preoperative neurological state, tumor location and so on.
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They identified that patients gender did not affect patient’s outcome in IMSCTs. No

researchers focused on the relationship between the ETR and patients gender.

In this study, we made a statistical comparison between our 65 male and 47 female

IMSCT cases. GTR rates in male group and female group were similar. We did not

notice any statistical significance between them. We concluded that patient’s gender

did not influence the ETR in IMSCTs.

4.12 The multivariate analysis on multiple factors

We identified 5 factors that showed significant influence on the ETR using

single-factor analysis. But when a surgery was performed, the ETR should be affected

by several factors at the same time, therefore we performed a multivariate analysis on

all the 11 factors at the same time to get more accurate result. We used binary logistic

regression analysis to make a multivariate analysis on all the above 11 factors to

further explore the relationships between all the factors and GTR in IMSCTs.

Our results showed that only four factors, including tumor main location, tumor

pathology, clear intraoperative POD and tumor size were the influential factors of

GTR (P <0.05) and the clear intraoperative POD was the most critical factor. The

result with respect to factor of first time surgery did not show any statistical

significance (P>0.05). It suggested that factor of first time surgery could have a

significant influence on ETR under the situation assuming that all cases were operated

under the same surgical condition and similar other factors. However, when it was

evaluated in the real condition which was influenced by many other factors such as

different pathological tumors, different size tumors and different intraoperative POD

conditions, it would be secondary to the other 4 factors in the influence on ETR.

In general, based on the multivariate analysis result, we consider that clear

intraoperative POD, tumor main location, tumor pathology and tumor size
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significantly influence the ETR in IMSCTs, especially the clear intraoperative tumor

POD which plays a decisive role.

4.13 Postoperative neurological status and ETR

It is well accepted that life quality should be the main goal while dealing with the

IMSCTs [85]. Therefore, when we surgically treated the patient with IMSCTs, the

extent of tumor resection was considered second to the neurological function

preservation. However, it was also generally agreed that risks of worsening increase

and the outcome of the postoperative neurological deficits depend more on its

preoperative ones[84,86,87]. Some reports have declared that extent of tumor resection

could significantly predict patient’s progression-free survival, and more radical

resection predicted better progression-free survival [86, 87]. Most investigations on the

outcome of IMSCTs focused on the long term outcome or progression-free survival. It

is very reasonable for GTR cases; however, it will be strongly affected by the tumor

recurrence in the STR and PR cases. So we investigated the early postoperative

neurological status in our series cases three months after their surgery.

This investigation mainly focused on the relationship between the possible influential

factors and the extent of tumor resection (ETR) in IMSCTs. Therefore, most factors

which could possibly affect the ETR were the preoperative or intraoperative factors.

However, we should analyze whether the surgeon sacrificed the postoperative

neurological status to get an intraoperative gross total tumor resection for patients.

In our IMSCTs series, comparing to the preoperative neurological status, 74 GTR

cases (88.1%) got better or same postoperative neurological status in total of 84 GTR

cases, in the total 28 STR and PR cases, 25 cases (89.3%) showed a better or same

postoperative neurological function. The result showed no statistically significant

difference between two groups (GTR group and no GTR group). It indicated that we

didn’t make more postoperative complication in the procedures associated with GTR
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compared to the procedures with STR or PR for IMSCTs. We always kept the

principle that life quality should always be the prior goal while surgically treating

IMSCTs, and the extent of tumor resection (ETR) also strictly adhered to this

principle. So the ETR didn’t significantly affect the changing of neurological status

because of the surgery.

4.14 The study limitation

Our study had some limitations that need to be improved in future studies, such as

lack of randomization, and retrospective nature, which introduced selection bias.

Another relevant limitation was the relatively small sample size (n=112), because of

the rare occurrence of IMSCTs in general population. In this situation, we were not

able to collect enough cases concerning single pathology, similar lesion location,

same age group, recurrent cases, etc, and these variables can not be excluded from the

analysis. Ideally, more cases should be collected. One possibility is to perform a

multi-center study in the future.

However, such multi-center study would introduce another variable that has major

influence on outcome: surgeon’s experience and operative technique. In our study, all

the surgeries were performed by a single surgeon, Prof. Bertalanffy. It is obvious the

lesions were always removed by the same technique, thus avoiding the

aforementioned variable.

We used the modified McCormick scale to evaluate the patient neurological status in

this study, which is one of the generally accepted scales in the literature. Still it is

based on a relatively imprecise and subjective evaluation.

The group consists of 112 cases with a relative rare tumors operated by single surgeon.

Therefore, we believed that these allows us to make a reliable evaluation of the other
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factors that might influence the extent of resection, which was the goal of this study.
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5. Conclusion and findings

5.1 Conclusion

(1) In this study, while analyzing every single factor in the total 11 factors that might

influence the ETR of IMSCTs, we concluded that the 5 factors: tumor main location,

tumor pathology, clear intraoperative POD, first time surgery and tumor size were the

significantly influential factors to ETR.

(2) We performed multivariate analysis of all 11 factors together at the same time, but

only 4 factors from the above 5 significant factors were the significantly influential

factors, including tumor main location, tumor pathology, clear intraoperative POD

and tumor size. Clear intraoperative POD was the most critical and decisive factor to

ETR.

(3) Additionally, without implementing statistical analysis support, we demonstrated

that the intramedullary spinal astrocytoma and lipoma could also predict the high

difficulty on getting a good ETR when tumor resection was performed on them.

5.2 Original findings in this study

(1) In the published studies, only Klekamp J et al declared that the preoperative MMS

was a critical factor influencing the ETR of IMSCTs. Our investigation showed that

preoperative MMS did not significantly influence the extent of tumor resection which

was different from Klekamp J.

(2) Likewise, several reports indicated that accompanying syrinx significantly

influenced the extent of the tumor resection in IMSCTs. However, our study does not

support this finding.
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(3) There are no such studies reporting the relationship between tumor location and

the ETR of IMSCTs. However, we concluded that the tumor location could

significantly affect the extent of tumor resection.

(4) There are no reports that investigated the relationship between preoperative

symptom duration and the ETR. We for the first time focused on this issue and found

that there was no significant relationship between preoperative symptom duration and

the ETR.

(5) This study found that patient’s gender did not influence the ETR of IMSCTs,

which has not been investigated before. On the other hand, several reports considered

that children IMSCT patients had lower GTR rates than adult ones. But our study

showed that patient’s age did not significantly affect the ETR in IMSCTs.

(6) Several studies reported that low-grade astrocytomas could be easily totally

removed. But our study showed that almost all the astrocytomas were difficult to get a

gross total resection (GTR). The factor of astrocytoma is an independent factor that

influences the extent of tumor resection.
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6. Summary

Background:

The surgical treatment of intramedullary spinal cord tumors is a neurosurgical

challenge due to the complexity of the various tumors and the significant surgical risk.

The extent of tumor resection plays an important and critical role in the patients

prognosis. The more radical resection can be performed, the less tumor recurrence can

be a reality, but at the same time also increases the risk of surgery.

Objective:

The present doctoral thesis aimed to investigate the factors that possibly influence the

extent of tumor resection of intramedullary spinal cord tumors.

Methods:

The clinical data included an evaluation of the surgical procedure of 112 consecutive

cases that have been treated microsurgically due to intramedullary spinal cord tumors

between April 1992 and August 2016. Data were investigated by retrospective review.

Results:

Using the Chi-Square test to assess every single factor considered possibly

influencing the extent of tumor resection (ETR), 6 factors showed no statistical

significance (P>0.05); these included patient’s gender, period of surgery, patient’s age,

preoperative history, accompanying syringomyelia and preoperative Modified

McCormick Scale (MMS) grade. Other 5 factors, including tumor main location,

tumor pathology, clear intraoperative plane of dissection (POD), first time surgery

and tumor size were identified as statistically significant factors that influenced the

extent of tumor resection (ETR) (P<0.05). When applying multivariate analysis on all

11 factors, only 4 strongly predicted the ETR (P<0.05); these are tumor main location,

tumor pathology, clear intraoperative POD and tumor size. Among these four factors,

the clear intraoperative POD showed the highest statistical significance (P<0.001,
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OR=57.855).

Conclusion:

Tumor main location, tumor pathology, clear intraoperative POD, first time surgery

and tumor size are influential factors for the extent of tumor resection in IMSCTs.

The most critical and decisive factor is the clear intraoperative POD.
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7.2 Abbreviations
IMSCT intramedullary spinal cord tumor

CNS central nervous system

ETR extent of tumor resection

GTR gross total resection

STR subtotal resection

PR partial resection

MMS Modified McCormick Scale

DCD dorsal column dysfunction

POD plane of dissection

GBM glioblastoma

MEP motor evoked potential

MRI magnetic resonance image

CUSA cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator

IEPM intraoperative electrophysiological monitoring

SSEP somatosensory evoked potential

TcMEP transcranial motor evoked potential

IOUSG intraoperative ultrasonography
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